when the neurotransmitter binds, but refinement in model-fitting techniques has allowed us to detect one or more intermediate states between agonist binding and channel opening. In these states the channel is still closed, but its affinity for the agonist has already increased from its resting value (Burzomato et al., 2004; Mukhtasimova et al., 2009; Jadey and Auerbach, 2012) . The systematic analysis of muscle nicotinic receptor mutants suggests that the perturbation introduced by agonist binding may spread in several discrete steps from the extracellular domain to the channel gate (Grosman et al., 2000; Purohit et al., 2007) .
Making structural sense of these findings is not straightforward, and we still do not know the exact nature and sequence of the channel conformational changes upon activation, or the structural correlates of the intermediate states detected by single-channel analysis, despite the first solution of both shut and open structures for the same channel, recently obtained for Gloeobacter violaceus ligand-gated ion channel (GLIC; Sauguet et al., 2014) .
Mechanism of activation of the prokaryotic channel ELIC by propylamine: A single-channel study Alessandro Marabelli, Remigijus Lape, and Lucia Sivilotti Department of Neuroscience, Physiology and Pharmacology, University College London, London WC1E 6BT, England, UK Prokaryotic channels, such as Erwinia chrysanthemi ligand-gated ion channel (ELIC) and Gloeobacter violaceus ligandgated ion channel, give key structural information for the pentameric ligand-gated ion channel family, which includes nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. ELIC, a cationic channel from E. chrysanthemi, is particularly suitable for single-channel recording because of its high conductance. Here, we report on the kinetic properties of ELIC channels expressed in human embryonic kidney 293 cells. Single-channel currents elicited by the full agonist propylamine (0.5-50 mM) in outside-out patches at 60 mV were analyzed by direct maximum likelihood fitting of kinetic schemes to the idealized data. Several mechanisms were tested, and their adequacy was judged by comparing the predictions of the best fit obtained with the observable features of the experimental data. These included open-/shut-time distributions and the time course of macroscopic propylamine-activated currents elicited by fast theta-tube applications (50-600 ms, 1-50 mM, 100 mV). Related eukaryotic channels, such as glycine and nicotinic receptors, when fully liganded open with high efficacy to a single open state, reached via a preopening intermediate. The simplest adequate description of their activation, the "Flip" model, assumes a concerted transition to a single intermediate state at high agonist concentration. In contrast, ELIC open-time distributions at saturating propylamine showed multiple components. Thus, more than one open state must be accessible to the fully liganded channel. The "Primed" model allows opening from multiple fully liganded intermediates. The best fits of this type of model showed that ELIC maximum open probability (99%) is reached when at least two and probably three molecules of agonist have bound to the channel. The overall efficacy with which the fully liganded channel opens was 102 (20 for 1 glycine channels). The microscopic affinity for the agonist increased as the channel activated, from 7 mM for the resting state to 0.15 mM for the partially activated intermediate state.
Currents were recorded with an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices). Recordings were prefiltered at 5 kHz (for macroscopic currents) or 10 KHz (single-channel currents) with a four-pole low-pass Bessel filter (built in the amplifier), digitized with Digidata 1322A (sampling rate of 20 kHz for macroscopic currents and 100 kHz for single-channel currents; Molecular Devices) , and stored directly on the computer hard drive via Clampex 10.2 software (Molecular Devices).
Concentration-response curves
Whole-cell currents elicited by local U-tube application (Krishtal and Pidoplichko, 1980) of 0.1-5 mM propylamine were recorded at a holding potential of 30 mV. The U-tube position was optimized before the experiment by the application of diluted bath solution (e.g., 30:70 bath solution/water) to an open-tipped recording pipette. The exchange time was normally between 50 and 100 ms. A full concentration-response curve was obtained in each cell. To monitor the rundown/run-up of responses during recording, a standard concentration of propylamine (0.5 mM) was applied every third response. Only cells in which the rundown was <20% were accepted for further analysis, and no correction for rundown was applied. The Hill equation was fitted to each individual concentration-response curve (program CVFIT) to estimate EC 50 and Hill coefficient (n H ) values. For the purpose of display only, responses were then normalized to the fitted maximum in each cell. These normalized responses were pooled and refitted with the Hill equation for the display in Fig. 1 .
Fast agonist application
Macroscopic currents, evoked in outside-out patches by fast agonist application pulses, were recorded at a nominal pipette holding potential of 100 mV. Propylamine, dissolved in the bath solution, was applied to outside-out patches with a theta tube (Hilgenberg GmbH) cut to a final diameter of 150 µm at the tip. The tube was driven by a piezo stepper (Burleigh Instruments, Inc.). The exchange time was measured by the application of diluted bath solution (e.g., 30:70 bath solution/water) before the experiment (to optimize the electrode position) and after the rupture of the patch. During all macroscopic recording experiments, the bath was also perfused at a rate of 1 or 5 ml per minute (for fast outside-out agonist applications or whole-cell recordings, respectively).
To study the kinetics of macroscopic currents, 10-20 responses were recorded in response to pulses of propylamine applied at intervals of at least 10 s. For each patch, responses were averaged, excluding failures or responses that contained patch breakdowns. Only experiments in which the rundown between the first and last three responses was <30% were included in the analysis. The rise and decay times for open-tip currents were measured as the time from 20 to 80% of the peak response using Clampfit 10.2 software (Molecular Devices). Patches in which the open-tip response had a 20-80% exchange time slower than 250 µs were rejected from further analysis. The time course of activation/ deactivation of the macroscopic currents between 20 and 80% (or 80 to 20%) of peak response was fitted with one or the sum of several exponentials.
Using the rate constant values from the fit of each set of singlechannel data with the different models, we calculated macroscopic currents as responses to concentration pulses using the DC-PyPs program. Realistic profile concentration pulses had rising and falling phases of 200 µs (20-80% rise/fall time) described by an error function. Responses to 1, 10, and 50 mM propylamine were calculated for the fitted mechanisms and the sets of rate constant values obtained from the three independent datasets fitted. Averages of currents calculated from the three sets are displayed in Fig. 9 (B and D) . The relation between agonist concentration and current rise time constant was calculated for the fits to each dataset and averaged for the display in One of the problems is that some of the best structural data come from channels for which we have no singlechannel kinetics, such as the prokaryotic channels GLIC and Erwinia chrysanthemi ligand-gated ion channel (ELIC; Dutzler, 2008, 2009b; Bocquet et al., 2009 ) and the nematode channel GluCl (Hibbs and Gouaux, 2011) . Obtaining a detailed understanding of the activation mechanism of one of these channels might help with the task of mapping structure to function. This paper is the first single-channel kinetic characterization of ELIC.
M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S
Cell culture and transfection of cells Human embryonic kidney (HEK)293 cells, obtained from the ATCC, were maintained in a humidified incubator at 37°C (95% air/5% CO 2 ) in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with: sodium pyruvate (0.11 g/liter), heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (10% vol/vol), and 100 U/ml penicillin G/100 µg/ml streptomycin sulfate (all from Invitrogen). Cells were plated onto polylysine-coated glass coverslips, in 35-mm culture dishes containing 2 ml Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium. HEK293 cells were transfected by a Ca 2+ -phosphate coprecipitation method (Groot-Kormelink et al., 2002) with two pcDNA3 plasmids (Invitrogen), one encoding the ELIC protein (UniProt accession no. P0C7B7) and the other coding for the enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP; Takara Bio Inc.). The mixture of cDNA used for the cell transfection contained 5-82% ELIC receptor cDNA and 18% eGFP cDNA. The remainder was empty vector (i.e., without the coding insert), in appropriate proportion to obtain the desired expression level. The total amount of the final cDNA mixture was 3 µg per plate. Recordings were performed between 4 h and 2 d after washing off the transfection medium. The ELIC construct was provided by R. Dutzler and I. Zimmermann (University of ZÜrich, ZÜrich, Switzerland; Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011) .
Electrophysiological recordings
All electrophysiological recordings were obtained using patchclamp recording in two different configurations: (1) whole cell for macroscopic current dose-response curves and (2) outsideout for macroscopic currents elicited by fast agonist application and for single-channel recordings. Patch-clamp pipettes were pulled from thick-walled borosilicate capillaries (with filament; Harvard Apparatus), and tips were fire polished to obtain a final pipette resistance of 3-5 MΩ (whole cell) or 8-12 MΩ (outside-out). In addition, pipettes for single-channel recording were coated near the tip with Sylgard (Corning). For whole-cell recordings, the access resistance was never >8 MΩ and was compensated by at least 75%.
The bath solution (for all recording configurations) was composed as follows (mM): 150 KCl, 0.5 BaCl 2 , and 10 HEPES, with pH adjusted to 7.4 with KOH and osmolarity of 300 mOsm. The pipette solution was identical to the extracellular solution. Junction potential was calculated to be around 0 mV (Clampex 10.2; Molecular Devices). In our solutions we had barium (at a low concentration of 0.5 mM) rather than calcium, because barium is less potent than calcium in inhibiting ELIC activation (Zimmermann et al., 2012) . This allowed us to characterize the full range of channel activity without exceeding 100-mM agonist concentrations. All solutions were prepared from bi-distilled water and filtered through a 0.2-µm Cyclopore track-etched membrane (GE Healthcare) to remove impurities. All electrophysiological recordings were done at a temperature of 19-21°C.
After imposing the resolution, all the open/shut times collected in the idealization were plotted as histograms and empirically fitted by exponential probability density functions (EKDIST program) . This allowed us to check that distributions were consistent across patches at the same agonist concentration and to proceed to the next stage of the analysis and determine a suitable value for the critical shut time (t crit ). This value is chosen to divide recordings into segments that are likely to arise from the activity of only one channel molecule.
To evaluate kinetic schemes and obtain the rate constants associated with them, maximum likelihood fitting was performed with the HJCFIT program (Colquhoun et al., 1996 (Colquhoun et al., , 2003 . Idealized single-channel records were grouped into three sets. Each set consisted of four patches at different propylamine concentrations (0.5, 1, 5, and 10 mM), and the data from the four patches in each set were fitted simultaneously. Openings in each idealized record were divided into groups using a t crit value for shut times, and only shut times shorter than t crit were used for fitting. The longer shut times cannot provide information about the rate constants in the mechanism because they are distorted by the number of channels in the patch. For lower concentrations of agonist (0.5-5 mM), where groups of openings can be treated as "bursts"-groups of openings terminated by agonist unbinding-some of that information was recovered by using in the likelihood calculation Colquhoun Hawkes and Szrodzinski vectors, a particular form of initial and final occupancy matrices (Colquhoun et al., 1996) . This adjustment to the calculations exploits the fact that having more than one channel in the patch can only shorten the apparent shut time. Thus, the "real" shut time, which would be between two openings of the same channel molecule, has got to be at least as long as the observed shut time (Colquhoun et al., 1996) , and decay of the calculated currents was measured in the same way as for the experimental ones and is displayed in Fig. 9 F.
Single-channel currents
All single-channel recordings were performed in outside-out configuration. The agonist (0.3-100 mM propylamine) was applied via dish perfusion. The bath level was kept as low as possible to reduce noise. Currents were recorded at a pipette potential of 60 mV. For offline analysis, data were filtered digitally (low-pass Gaussian filter) using the program Clampfit 10.2 to achieve a final cutoff frequency of 3-6 kHz.
Recordings were idealized (6,000-24,000 transitions per patch) by time-course fitting with the program SCAN. Segments showing seal breakdowns or dubious channel openings were excluded, and those intervals were marked unusable. Afterward, we imposed a temporal resolution between 25 and 40 µs depending on the signal-to-noise level obtained during the recording. The temporal resolution is the duration of the shortest event that can be reliably detected, and its value is taken into account in implementing the exact solution for missed events correction by Hawkes et al. (1990 Hawkes et al. ( , 1992 . Given that we observed a marked rundown in outside-out macroscopic currents, we checked particularly carefully the stability of the single-channel activity over time and (B) Average concentration-response curve for propylamine (n = 4 cells). Individual doseresponse curves were obtained in each cell, and responses were measured at their peak and normalized to the fitted maximum. Normalized curves were then averaged and fitted with the Hill equation (EC 50 = 500 ± 100 µM; n H = 2.2 ± 0.1; maximum current = 9 ± 2 nA). Error bars depict the standard deviation of the mean. rate constants, we report the mean of estimates obtained from different sets and the coefficient of variation (CV) of the mean.
Online supplemental material
The SCAN, EKDIST, SCSIM, and HJCFIT programs are available as ZIP files and at http://onemol.org.uk, where they will continue to be updated. The online supplemental material is available at http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201411234/DC1.
R E S U L T S
Whole-cell concentration-response curve
The traces in Fig. 1 A are whole-cell currents elicited by the U-tube application of the agonist propylamine to ELIC channels expressed in a HEK293 cell (holding voltage of 30 mV). ELIC current responses activated relatively slowly and decayed quickly upon agonist removal. At propylamine concentrations >0.5 mM, currents clearly decreased after an initial peak, suggesting that ELIC desensitizes with sustained agonist application. The graph in Fig. 1 B is the concentration-response plot for propylamine, fitted with the Hill equation (n = 4).
this information provides a boundary condition that has been demonstrated to improve the effectiveness of estimation (see Colquhoun et al., 2003) . At high concentrations (>5 mM), t crit divides record in "clusters" of openings, groups of openings separated by sojourns in long-lived desensitization states (as defined in Sakmann et al., 1980) .
The maximum likelihood fits were performed using the HJC-FIT program. This optimizes a likelihood function for a dataset (with four concentrations) of idealized sequences of events in chronological order of occurrence, given the postulated model and the initial guesses for the rate constant values, and taking into account the imposed resolution. Fits were repeated using several different sets of initial guesses to check the consistency of the maximum value of the likelihood. To test the quality of the fits, we calculated open-time distributions, shut-time distributions, open/ shut correlation plots, and macroscopic current time courses expected from the fitted mechanism and compared them with the experimental observations.
The rate constant values from the fit of each set of single-channel data were used to calculate the relations between the agonist concentration and mean burst length (DC-PyPs program). The results were averaged and are displayed in Fig. 10 A. We also used the results of the fits to simulate realizations of single-channel activity (SCSIM program) shown in Fig. 10 .
All data are expressed as mean ± SD of the mean, calculated from fits of three independent datasets. For the values of the estimated agonist responses that were sufficiently stable in amplitude (<30% change) to be analyzed, and only five patches were stable enough for us to apply two different agonist concentrations.
The traces in Fig. 2 A are typical current responses to long applications of propylamine (1, 10, and 50 mM; 500 ms; holding voltage of 100 mV). The appearance of these responses at different agonist concentrations is very similar to that of whole-cell responses. The lowest agonist concentration at which reliable outsideout responses could be obtained was 1 mM, where currents were quite small (90 ± 50 pA; n = 4).
In Fig. 2 B, the same responses are scaled to their peak to show how their onset accelerated as the agonist concentration was increased. Current rise times were well fitted by a single-exponential component, with time constants of 280 ± 30 ms at 1 mM (n = 3), 19 ± 3 ms at 10 mM (n = 6), and 7 ± 1 ms at 50 mM propylamine (n = 7; see the plot in Fig. 2 C, closed circles).
The average EC 50 was 500 ± 100 µM, and the Hill slope was 2.2 ± 0.1. The maximum current (9 ± 2 nA) was reached at 5 mM propylamine. These values are very similar to those reported for ELIC receptors expressed in oocytes (EC 50 = 446 µM and Hill slope = 3.0; Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011) .
Outside-out macroscopic currents
We also recorded macroscopic currents elicited by fast, theta-tube application of propylamine onto outside-out patches to obtain a better characterization of the macroscopic time course of ELIC activation, desensitization, and deactivation. It was not possible to obtain a full dose-response curve from this set of experiments, because relatively few agonist responses could be recorded from each patch. These outside-out recordings typically lasted 5-10 min, and we often observed marked rundown in the amplitude of responses. Only about a quarter of patches lasted long enough to provide 10-20 with the deactivation calculated from the mechanisms estimated from single-channel data (see below). The deactivation time constant (Fig. 2 C, open circles) did not change much with agonist concentration but was somewhat slower after 1 mM than after 10 mM propylamine (60 ± 20 ms vs. 30 ± 6 ms; n = 3 and 6, respectively; two-tail unpaired Student's t test; P = 0.002).
The single-channel activity of ELIC General observations. The lowest propylamine concentration that elicited ELIC channel activity in the outside-out patch configuration was 0.3 mM. At this concentration, openings could be detected in approximately one third of the patches. Example traces of ELIC single-channel currents recorded in the presence of 0.5, 5, and 50 mM propylamine are shown in Fig. 3 A. As reported by Zimmermann and Dutzler (2011) , ELIC does open to more than one conductance level. Conductance varied both within groups of openings and across different groups of openings, but differences in conductances did not occur in a clear-cut pattern. There was no obvious pattern to the occurrence of subconductances and, in particular, no relation to agonist concentration. Because of that, in the kinetic analysis we treated all conductance levels as open. In each patch that showed more than one conductance, levels were close to each other, making it hard to measure them unambiguously (by fitting Gaussians to the amplitude distribution). It was not possible to be sure that the different levels represented distinct conductance states that occurred consistently in each recording. The mean open amplitude was 8.8 ± 0.4 pA in the nine patches at 0.3-1 mM propylamine (range of 7.0-11.3 pA). Thus, in our conditions (symmetrical K + , 0.5 mM Ba 2+ ), the chord conductance of the ELIC pore was 147 pS, much higher than the values reported Just as in the whole-cell experiments, responses desensitized in the continuous presence of propylamine concentrations ≥10 mM and a clear sag of the current after the peak were observed in about half of the patches. At higher agonist concentrations, the decay was somewhat faster (700 ± 300 ms and 380 ± 40 ms, n = 6 and 7, at 10 and 50 mM, respectively) and the extent of desensitization was greater (residual current at 500 ms of 63 ± 7% and 34 ± 3% of peak at 10 and 50 mM propylamine, respectively).
The response deactivation that followed the end of the application was complex, regardless of agonist concentration. Fig. 2 A and its inset show that at the end of the 10-and 50-mM agonist applications, there was a rapid surge of current. The amplitude of this rebound current (expressed as a fraction of the total current at the end of the pulse, after the rebound has developed) increased with agonist concentration, and was 4.5 ± 0.3% (n = 5 out of 6 patches) and 13 ± 1% (n = 6 out of 7 patches) after 10 and 50 mM propylamine, respectively. This rebound resembles the muscle nicotinic "off" current, which is known to arise from the relief of low affinity open-channel block produced by positively charged agonists binding in the channel (Maconochie and Steinbach, 1995; Legendre et al., 2000; Lape et al., 2009) .
After the rebound peak, the ELIC current decreased with a sigmoidal time course (thick gray trace in Fig. 2 D) , and two exponential components with amplitudes of opposite sign were required for a good fit (Fig. 2 D , black solid line) at all agonist concentrations (including 1 mM, where the rebound current was absent). Nevertheless, we fitted the deactivation phase of the averaged currents, from 90% of the current at the end of the pulse to baseline, with a single exponential (Fig. 2 D , black dashed curve) to obtain a crude overall description of experimental deactivation and be able to compare it
Time constants and areas of the components of open-and shut-time distributions at different propylamine concentrations
Mean open time mM ms ms ms ms
Open times
0.5 (3) 0.043 ± 0.008 (26 ± 2) 1.5 ± 0.4 (12 ± 0.5) 34 ± 6 (62 ± 3) 25 ± 5 1 (3) 0.07 ± 0.02 (20 ± 5) 5 ± 4 (13 ± 2) 39 ± 9 (68 ± 3) 30 ± 7 5 (3) 0.05 ± 0.02 (16 ± 2) 2 ± 1 (9 ± 1) 39 ± 5 (75 ± 3) 33 ± 5 10 (3) 0.04 ± 0.02 (20 ± 2) 2 ± 2 (12 ± 1) 33 ± 2 (68 ± 1) 27 ± 2 50 (3) 0.08 ± 0.03 (14 ± 5) 0.9 ± 0.3 (5 ± 3) 15 ± 2 (80 ± 9) 13 ± 2
mM ms ms ms ms
Shut times
0.5 (3) 0.010 ± 0.004 (92 ± 6) 0.11 ± 0.03 (6 ± 5) 1.1 ± 0.3 (5 ± 1) 4,000 ± 2,000 (1 ± 1) 1 (3) 0.011 ± 0.003 (89 ± 9) 0.14 ± 0.03 (7 ± 6) 1.3 ± 0.3 (2 ± 2) 1,300 ± 300 (2 ± 2) 5 (3) 0.014 ± 0.004 (80 ± 12) 0.14 ± 0.02 (18 ± 10) 2.2 ± 0.2 (2 ± 1) 1,100 ± 400 (0.8 ± 0.4) 10 (3) 0.012 ± 0.002 (80 ± 8) 0.14 ± 0.02 (18 ± 7) 1.3 ± 0.4 (1.8 ± 0.4) 56 ± 4 (0.5 ± 0.3) 50 (3) 0.06 ± 0.04 (91 ± 2) 0.15 ± 0.02 (8 ± 2) 3 ± 2 (1.1 ± 0.5)
Distributions were fitted with mixtures of exponential probability density functions. n, the number of patches for each concentration (indicated in parentheses in the first column). The time constant of each component and its relative area (in parentheses) are given as mean ± SD of the mean.
56 groups from three patches; t crit of 10 ms), but medium-short groups did not entirely disappear (see the example in the bottom sweep, at 50 mM). Most other channels in the nicotinic family, except for 2 homomeric glycine receptors and 5-HT3 A channels (Corradi et al., 2009; Krashia et al., 2011) , respond to increases in agonist concentration with much more marked changes in behavior. Fig. 3 B shows also the distributions for open (left column) and shut times (right), fitted with a mixture of exponential probability density functions (i.e., a sum of probability density functions, where each exponential component is weighted so that the end product is still a probability density function, e.g., has area = 1). It is of note that adequate fit of open-time distributions required three exponential components at all concentrations (see Table 1 ). It is very unusual for a channel in the pLGIC family to have more than one open state at saturating agonist concentrations. The values of the time constants and areas of all three components of the opentime distribution remained relatively stable in the range previously, which were measured using sodium as the permeant ion (84-96 pS; Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011) .
The off-currents observed in our macroscopic agonist responses suggest that propylamine can block the channel with low affinity. This sort of block produces shuttings that are too short to be detectable as such but should reduce the apparent amplitude of the channel openings. If present, this effect was too small to be unambiguously detected, given the observed variability in current amplitude: the average amplitude of the openings was 9.0 ± 0.75 pA and 8.2 ± 0.43 pA at 0.5 mM and 50 mM propylamine, respectively (n = 3 patches each, cf. the 13% increase in current with unblock at the end of 50-mM agonist pulses).
At first glance, ELIC resembles other ligand-gated ion channels, in that it activates in groups of openings. At 0.5 mM propylamine, the mean length of these groups of openings is 290 ± 60 ms (110 groups from three patches; critical time interval, t crit of 10 ms). As the concentration increases, these groups become, on average, longer (e.g., at 5 mM propylamine, mean length is 900 ± 300 ms; channels (Sakmann et al., 1980) , they are likely to be sojourns in long-lived desensitized states (compare the macroscopic desensitization time constant of 0.38 ± 0.04 s at 50 mM).
The presence of desensitized intervals can often be exploited in single-channel analysis to establish the concentration dependence of the P open of a ligand-gated ion channel, because they divide the record into clusters of openings (see Materials and methods). If the P open of these clusters is sufficiently high, clusters that show no double or multiple openings can be safely attributed to the activity of a single-channel molecule , and the proportion of time spent in the open state measured. If entry into desensitization is sufficiently slow, each cluster contains several bursts. Bursts should become more closely spaced as agonist concentration is raised (rebinding is quicker) and cluster P open increases. We attempted to identify clusters in ELIC records, namely stretches of openings that were of propylamine concentrations tested (0.5-50 mM), except for a decline in the average duration of the longer components at 50 mM. For instance, the longest component decreased from 33 ± 2 ms at 10 mM to 15 ± 2 ms at 50 mM. Except at the highest agonist concentration, the shut-time distributions were best fitted with four exponential components (Table 1 ). The time constant of the slowest (fourth) component of the shut-time distribution became shorter as the agonist concentration increased, and could no longer be unambiguously detected in all patches at 50 mM propylamine.
P open . At concentrations >5 mM, an additional component of very long shut intervals appeared (Fig. 3, A and  B) . These intervals were too few to be fitted by an exponential component, but they were clearly distinct from the next slowest shut-time component (which is concentration dependent) and were longer, ranging from 100 ms to 10 s. By analogy with observations in other Figure 5 . Testing the adequacy of the MWC mechanism fitted to ELIC single-channel data. Scheme 1 was fitted directly to a dataset of four idealized single-channel records obtained at 0.5, 1, 5, and 10 mM propylamine. The results of the fit were used to calculate the probability density functions predicted by the scheme. These are shown as solid lines in the top two rows of plots (the dashed lines are the distributions expected if there were no missed events) for open times (top) and shut times (middle). Superimposing these predicted distributions on the experimental histograms for the same records shows that the best fit of MWC does not adequately describe ELIC single-channel kinetics. The bottom-row plots compare the experimental open-shut time correlations in the records of this set (circles, error bars depicting standard deviation of the mean, and connecting lines) and the MWC scheme predictions of these correlations, calculated from the fitted rate constants (solid lines). activation mechanisms were fitted to three independent sets of single-channel data. Each set contained four records obtained at different propylamine concentrations (0.5, 1, 5, and 10 mM) spanning the whole of the doseresponse curve, to obtain sufficient information on the different steps of the mechanism. Each single-channel record was appropriately divided into bursts or clusters (see Materials and methods and Colquhoun et al., 2003) .
The adequacy of the models fitted was judged by comparing their predictions with the experimental observations. The rate constant values estimated in the fits were used to calculate the expected appearance of several types of single-channel data displays (i.e., open-and shut-time distributions and open-and shut-time correlations) and the time course of macroscopic current responses to fast concentration jumps.
We tested several kinetic mechanisms belonging to four major classes of models (Fig. 4) that have been successfully used to investigate the activity of channels in the pLGIC family, namely, "Monod-Wyman-Changeux" (MWC; Scheme 1), "Jones and Westbrook" ( J&W; Scheme 2), "Flip" (Scheme 3), and "Primed" (Scheme 4). Note that the P open of unliganded wild-type ELIC is too low for us to obtain information on unliganded openings, and therefore unliganded open states (which would be denoted "R*") are neither shown in the mechanisms in Fig. 4 nor fitted.
terminated by long shut intervals and were without double openings. Typically, we had very few of these long shut intervals in each patch and very few possible clusters (3-11). The choice of what to classify as an intercluster shut time was largely arbitrary, because we could not use any formal criteria to identify them (e.g., calculate a critical time interval between two exponential components to minimize misclassified shut-interval number). We chose an arbitrary critical time interval, t crit , so that the longest well-defined exponential component in the shut-time distributions was interpreted as arising within the cluster (as suggested by its dependence on concentration). By this criterion, gaps were classified as between clusters if longer than 100 ms at 10 mM, 50 ms at 50 mM, and 10 ms at 100 mM. Cluster P open values were calculated for all of these concentrations and were found to be similar and >96%. Note that the macroscopic doseresponse curve of Fig. 1 indicates that concentrations ≥5 mM should elicit a maximum receptor response. At concentrations <10 mM, we could not identify desensitized gaps, and therefore we were unable to define clusters to construct a P open curve.
Fitting activation mechanisms to single-channel data
We investigated the activation process of the ELIC receptor by fitting a range of mechanisms directly to the singlechannel data, using the HJCFIT program. Candidate 
Rate and equilibrium constant values obtained from the global fits of MWC and MWC + Open models to single-channel data sets
Rate and equilibrium constants Unit MWC (Scheme 1) MWC + Open (Scheme 1a) 13.3 ± 41% 93 ± 51%
EC 50 mM 0.81 ± 3% 1.14 ± 6%
n H 2.6 ± 1% 2.5 ± 2%
The fits constrain the binding and unbinding rates to be the same, regardless of the number of molecules bound and the conformation. Those constraints were implemented by the following equations:
In addition, one rate constant in each cycle was fixed by the constraint of microscopic reversibility . The equilibrium constants, E and K, and the values for the EC 50 and Hill slope (n H ) of the predicted P open curve were calculated from the rate constants for each set and then averaged. Values are means ± coefficient of variation (i.e., SD of the mean expressed as a percentage of the mean).
constants, because in other channels in this superfamily, J&W-type schemes fit well only if the agonist-binding sites were allowed to interact with each other, and change their affinity with the level of ligation. The number of free parameters was 18 (Table 3) . The prediction of shut-time distributions was slightly better with J&W than with MWC, in part, no doubt, because the J&W mechanism has more shut states and more free parameters. As with MWC, this form of J&W has only one fully liganded open state, and its prediction of opentime distributions was very poor (not depicted). This was substantially improved by adding extra open states to the fully liganded branch (e.g., connected to the A 3 R* state; not depicted). Even so, the rate constant estimates from J&W were very variable across the three independent datasets analyzed.
Scheme 1: MWC model (Fig. 4 A) . MWC is an adaptation of the model proposed by Monod, Wyman, and Changeux in 1965 for the functional properties of allosteric proteins (Monod et al., 1965) . The MWC mechanism has been widely used to describe the activation of many ion channels. In particular, it has been used for energy calculations in another member of the Cys-loop family, the muscle nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (Auerbach, 2012) . The MWC mechanism postulates that the channel can reversibly adopt two global conformational states, open or closed, and that these two conformations have different affinities for the ligand. This implies that the agonist-binding sites are independent, and that the binding affinity depends on the state of the receptor (e.g., open or closed), but not on the level of ligation. When fitting a mechanism to data, this means imposing the constraint that the microscopic-binding rate constants should be the same at each level of ligation:
In the MWC variant used here, three molecules of agonist can bind, and there are three cycles and eight free parameters (plus three rate constants calculated from microscopic reversibility).
Examples of open-and shut-time distributions and correlation plots for one of the fitted sets are shown in In an effort to improve fits, we tried variants of the MWC mechanism with extra open states connected either to A 3 R* (e.g., Scheme 1a in Fig. 4 ; fit results summarized in Table 2 ) or to A 3 R (not depicted). These variants were better at predicting open-but not shut-time distributions (not depicted). To improve the prediction of shut times, we also ran fits of the two variants of MWC without the constraint of microscopic reversibility, or with different statistical factors for binding (e.g., assuming that five sites are initially available for binding), but none of these attempts produced any improvement (not depicted). Thus, we proceeded to test mechanisms with more shut states, from different mechanism classes (Fig. 4) .
Scheme 2: J&W mechanism. One such scheme is the J&W mechanism (Scheme 2 in Fig. 4 ; Jones and Westbrook, 1995) , which postulates that when the receptor is in one of the resting bound states, it can either open or enter a short-lived desensitized state. The J&W scheme was fitted to ELIC data without constraints on the binding rate 
EC 50 mM 1.9 ± 43% n H 2.3 ± 10%
All of the rate constants were fitted freely in HJCFIT. The values for efficacy at each level of ligation, E, the microscopic dissociation equilibrium constants per site, K, the equilibrium constants for the entry into the extra shut states, D n , the EC 50 and the Hill slope for the P open curve were calculated from the rate constants for each set, and their means are listed at the bottom of the table. Values are means ± coefficient of variation (i.e., SD of the mean expressed as a percentage of the mean). et al., 2004) , and therefore this mechanism had only 14 free parameters. Open-/shut-time distributions and correlation plots for the example set fitted with Scheme 3 are shown in Fig. 6 . The average values for the rate constants estimated for all three sets are shown in (Fig. 4 ; results shown in Fig. 7 and Table 4 ). This was the first mechanism to provide an adequate description of the data, as shown by the open-and shut-time distributions in Fig. 7 . The flipped intermediate states are reached more easily as more binding sites are occupied and the flipping equilibrium constant, F, increases from 0.1 (flipping from A 2 R) to 0.4 (flipping from A 3 R; cf. values of 1 and 8 for the same steps in the 1 homomeric glycine receptor, Burzomato et al., 2004) . The ELIC values are low, suggesting that the Scheme 3: "Flip" mechanism. The Flip mechanism (Scheme 3 in Fig. 4 ) describes well the single-channel activity of several glycine receptor isoforms (Burzomato et al., 2004; Lape et al., 2008; Krashia et al., 2011; Marabelli et al., 2013) . This scheme postulates the existence of an additional set of shut ("flipped") states that represent a concerted conformational change that occurs before the channel opens (Burzomato et al., 2004; Sivilotti, 2010) . Scheme 3 has three open states and three flipped states, one at each level of ligation. In Flip-type models, the agonist-binding sites are independent and, as in MWC, the binding affinity depends only on the state of the receptor (i.e., resting or flipped), and not on the level of ligation. Hence, the scheme estimates only two equilibrium constants for binding-one for the resting conformation (R) and one for the flipped conformation (F)-regardless of how many sites are already occupied. This is done by applying the following constraints to the binding rate constants:
In addition to that, two rate constants ( 1 and  3 , mono-and triliganded unflipping) are constrained by the requirement of microscopic reversibility for the two cycles (Colquhoun Scheme 4: Primed mechanism. Fully liganded opening to more than one open state is an intrinsic property of the Primed class of mechanisms (Mukhtasimova et al., 2009 ). These postulate that channel subunits or binding sites change conformation independently of each other, rather than in a concerted fashion (as in Flip), and that the channel can open from any (of several) preopening intermediates. We showed that this feature is necessary to describe the behavior of a startle disease mutant form of the glycine receptor, 1K276E .
The general form of the Primed mechanism with three binding sites has too many free parameters for robust estimation, but we obtained a good fit with the reduced Primed mechanism shown as Scheme 4 in Fig. 4 . The scheme has three open states and two primed states, which are accessible from the di-and triliganded resting initial conformational change is relatively unfavorable in ELIC compared with other nicotinic-type channels. Note also that for ELIC we could not get consistent estimates for the monoliganded flipping and opening steps (probably because transitions do not occur often enough), and thus Scheme 3a does not attempt to include such states in the fit. The main open state for fully liganded ELIC is reached with high opening efficacy (E 3 = 510), which is largely caused by a low closing rate constant (120 s
1
). Doubly liganded channels that have flipped can also open, with fairly high opening efficacy (E 2 = 21). The increase in the propylamine affinity for the binding site with flipping was about fivefold (going from a resting value K R = 6.9 mM to a flipped value K F = 1.3 mM), in line with the relatively modest value estimated for 1 homomeric glycine receptors. 
T A B L E 4

Rate and equilibrium constant values obtained from the global fits of the Flip and Flip + Open to three independent single-channel data sets
E 2 =  2 / 2 4.7 ± 62% 21 ± 58% E 3 =  3 / 3 430 ± 4% 507 ± 4%
F 2 =  2 / 2 0.088 ± 55% 0.10 ± 60% F 3 =  3 / 3 1.6 ± 55% 0.41 ± 8%
E eff 230 ± 27% 150 ± 10%
EC 50 mM 1.37 ± 15% 1.40 ± 39% n H 2.43 ± 1% 2.35 ± 5%
The fits assume that the binding sites are equivalent and independent and therefore constrain the binding and unbinding rates to be the same if the conformation is the same, regardless of the number of molecules bound. This constraint was implemented by the following equations:
In addition, one rate constant in each cycle was fixed by the constraint of microscopic reversibility 
where E eff is the overall agonist efficacy. In the Flip + Open scheme, E eff depends on the equilibrium constant for flipping (F 3 ) and the equilibrium states. This mechanism has 15 free parameters, the agonistbinding sites are independent, and binding affinity depends only on the state of the receptor (i.e., resting, R, or primed, F), regardless of how many sites are already occupied. In addition, one rate constant ( 2 ) was constrained by microscopic reversibility . The results of fitting this scheme are summarized in Fig. 8 and Table 5 . The prediction of both open-and shuttime distributions and open-shut correlations was good at all agonist concentrations. Furthermore, parameter estimates were much more consistent across sets for the Primed mechanism than with other mechanisms. As more agonist molecules bind, activated states become more accessible. This is largely an effect of easier priming, as the value of the priming equilibrium constant, F, increased from 0.013 (A 2 R priming to A 2 F) to 0.76 and 0.72 (A 3 R priming to A 3 F and A 3 F priming to A 3 F, respectively). The most effective opening occurs from the highest primed fully bound state (A 3 F), with a very high opening equilibrium constant (E 3  = 450), an opening rate constant of 72,000 s
1
, and a closing rate constant of 180 s
. As in the modified Flip mechanism, partially bound (diliganded) channels open with relatively high single-channel schemes predicted for the propylamine P open curve an EC 50 of 1.4 mM, somewhat higher than the observed value of 0.5 mM (Tables 4 and 5 ). The value of this comparison is limited, because the single-channel mechanisms are estimated from data from which desensitized intervals are excluded, whereas whole-cell doseresponse curves may well be affected by desensitization, because of the relative slowness of agonist applications in these experiments. In principle, partial equilibration with desensitized states (which are by definition high affinity) at the response peak should increase the apparent agonist potency and thus may account for some of this discrepancy.
Another feature of the macroscopic dose-response curve that we must compare with model schemes is the Hill slope. Both the Flip and the Primed schemes with three agonist-binding sites predicted Hill slopes of 2.35-2.50 (cf. the observed n H value of 2.2), whereas the Primed scheme with two binding sites predicted an n H of 1.84. However, the slope of the macroscopic dose-response curve is likely to be affected by the low affinity agonist block of the channel, which is not included in the mechanisms fitted. Therefore, we recalculated the P open constants for opening (E 3R and E 3 ) for the fully liganded receptor:
In the Primed scheme, E eff depends on the equilibrium constant for Primed (F  and F ) and the equilibrium constant (E  and E ) for the open-shut reaction for the fully liganded receptor: 
The effective efficacy for propylamine on ELIC was very high in both schemes: 150 in Flip + Open and 102 in Primed. Both schemes predicted a maximum P open >99%, to be compared with our observations of average cluster P open values of 96.3 ± 0.8% at 50-100 mM propylamine.
Because we could not obtain a single-channel concentration-P open curve, we can compare mechanism predictions only with our whole-cell dose-response curves, from which no absolute values of P open can be inferred. Both course of agonist outside-out currents. A recorded macroscopic current response to a 500-ms, 10-mM propylamine pulse is shown in Fig. 9 A, and the equivalent response calculated, for a realistic agonist pulse, with the Primed mechanism (Scheme 4, three binding sites) is shown in Fig. 9 B. This first calculated response does not decline during the application, because the single-channel analysis does not attempt to estimate desensitization, but desensitized states can be added empirically to the mechanism to give Scheme 4 (three sites) + D in Fig. 9 C. We chose a value of 1 s 1 for the forward rate constant (into desensitization) to match the reciprocals of the approximate cluster length and of the macroscopic desensitization , and a value of 0.5 s 1 for the backward rate constant (out of desensitization) to reproduce the observed extent of desensitization at the end of this pulse. The macroscopic current calculated from this variant of the Primed scheme for the same agonist pulse (three binding curves predicted by the Primed mechanisms with two and three binding sites, after incorporating fast-equilibrating open-channel block, with a propylamine block dissociation constant of 460 mM (estimated by fitting the concentration dependence of the rebound current at the end of propylamine jumps). Distinguishing between two and three binding sites on the basis of these results is not easy. For the two-site scheme, correction for block improved the predicted Hill slope (increasing it to 1.98 ± 0.06) but deteriorated the prediction of maximum P open to 91.3 ± 3%. Conversely, for the three-site scheme with block, the prediction of the Hill slope was worse (2.63 ± 0.01), but that of the maximum P open remained adequate at 94.1 ± 0.2%. The greater reliability of the maximum P open measurements would suggest giving the preference to the three-site scheme, but the difference is marginal.
We also calculated the predictions of the Flip and Primed schemes with three binding sites for the time The fits were constrained by the assumption that the binding sites are equivalent and independent. This constraint was implemented by the following equations:
In addition, one rate constant in each cycle was fixed by the constraint of microscopic reversibility . The equilibrium constants E, F, and K, effective efficacy, E eff , and the EC 50 and Hill slope of the predicted P open curve were calculated from the rate constants for each set and then averaged. Values are means ± coefficient of variation (i.e., SD of the mean expressed as a percentage of the mean). dataset). Predictions by all the variants of the Primed scheme were very good (but essentially equivalent for the two-and three-site variants), whereas those of the Flip + O scheme were much slower than the experimental values.
Prediction of burst length
One last set of experimental observations that should be accounted for by an adequate mechanism is the singlechannel mean burst length. This is a useful additional comparison, because reliable burst length measurements can be obtained from recordings that contain too few events to be incorporated into the global mechanism fits, such as patches at 0.3 mM propylamine (trace in Fig. 10 B) , where mean burst length is 140 ± 30 ms (213 bursts from three patches). The Primed mechanism (Scheme 4, three sites) predicts that mean burst length should monotonically increase with agonist concentration (dashed line in Fig. 10 A) . At low concentrations, the Scheme 4 predictions are very close to our observations (data are shown as closed circles in Fig. 10 A) . Fig. 10 C depicts a simulation from Scheme 4 of single-channel currents at 0.3 mM propylamine, sites plus desensitization) faithfully reproduces the time course of the experimental current (Fig. 9 D) . Fig. 9 E shows a comparison of the observed values of the current rise  as a function of agonist concentration (black circles, one per patch, and short dash for the average) with the predictions of the best schemes (averages for the three fits). The schemes include variant Flip (Flip + O) and the Primed schemes with two or three binding sites, with or without empirical adjustment for macroscopic desensitization. The Flip + O scheme (3a in Fig. 4 and blue line in Fig. 9 E) predicted rise  values that were consistently much faster than the ones we measured (this was also true for mechanisms 1 and 2 of Fig. 4 ; not depicted). The predictions of the variants of the Primed scheme were clearly better than Flip + O across all propylamine concentrations. Fig. 9 E shows Primed with two or three sites (green and red, respectively), with and without empirical correction for desensitization (dashed and solid, respectively). three patches; 50 mM, 1.0 ± 03 s, t crit = 60 ms, 29 clusters from three patches).
This observation suggests that the number of bursts in each cluster must be very small, indeed that many clusters may contain a single burst. Measuring single-channel P open relies on correctly identifying clusters versus bursts, and on obtaining clusters that contain a sufficient number of bursts. This could explain our difficulties in obtaining a P open curve for ELIC. We explored the plausibility of this hypothesis by simulating single-channel activity with and without desensitization. The current traces in Fig. 10 (D and E) show 50 s of the activity of a singlechannel molecule simulated for Schemes 4 and 5 in 1 mM propylamine (close to EC 50 ). When there is no desensitization (Fig. 10 D) , the channel is open for 50% of the time and produces bursts that are on average much longer than at 300 µM propylamine. When desensitization is added (Scheme 4 + D), the bursts clearly shorten and clusters start appearing (Fig. 10 E) . However, most of the apparent clusters (defined by the longest shut intervals) and shows a mixture of short and long bursts similar to that observed in the experimental recording above (Fig. 10 B) . However, at higher propylamine concentrations, the experimental mean burst length was much shorter than that predicted by the Primed mechanism. For example, the predicted burst length at 5 mM propylamine would be 2.5 s, but the measured average burst length was 0.9 ± 0.3 s (t crit = 10 ms; 56 bursts from three patches). The Primed scheme adjusted by the addition of macroscopic desensitization (Scheme 4 + D in Fig. 9 C) predicted very well the mean burst length at all propylamine concentrations (Fig. 10 A, solid line) . This suggests that at higher concentrations, bursts can end not only by deactivation (e.g., agonist unbinding) but also by other ways that are not included in Scheme 4, for instance by desensitization, as clusters do. An interesting observation is that the average experimental burst length at 5 mM (1 s) approaches the length of clusters at the higher concentrations, where clusters could be defined (e.g., at 10 mM, 2.2 ± 0.8 s, t crit = 100 ms, 26 clusters from Figure 10 . ELIC bursts can be ended by desensitization. (A) Observed values of ELIC mean burst length (closed circles; t crit of 10 or 20 ms, depending on patch) are not well described at high propylamine concentrations by Scheme 4 (Primed; three binding sites), which predicts a linear increase in burst length with agonist concentration (dashed line). The same Primed scheme with the addition of desensitized states gives a better prediction of burst length (continuous curve), suggesting that desensitization can terminate bursts. (B) Traces are continuous sweeps of singlechannel recordings at 0.3 mM propylamine (filtered at 3 kHz for display) from outside-out patches held at 60 mV. (C) Traces are continuous sweeps of singlechannel activity calculated from Scheme 4 at 0.3 mM propylamine (3 kHz low-pass filter; one channel in the patch). Note the qualitative similarity between the experimental and the simulated trace at low concentration (compare the 0.3-mM point in A). (D and E) Traces are continuous sweeps of single-channel activity simulated at 1 mM propylamine from the two variants of the Primed mechanism, without desensitization and with desensitization (3 kHz low-pass filter; one channel in the patch).
unusual, in that the form whose structure was solved (the  homomer) opens only if bound both to an orthosteric agonist, glutamate, and to ivermectin, an allosteric modulator that binds in the transmembrane domain (Hibbs and Gouaux, 2011) . On the other hand, GLIC is not activated by a ligand but by low pH, and therefore by the protonation of amino acid side chains. The number and location of the residues that have to be protonated to elicit activation in GLIC are not known, but at least one is in the transmembrane domain, well away from the canonical agonist-binding site of the superfamily (Wang et al., 2012) . This suggests that ELIC should offer the best model for a study aimed at understanding agonist efficacy in the context of channel structure.
The two most potent agonists for ELIC are reported to be cysteamine and propylamine (Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011) . We chose to use propylamine as an agonist in all of our experiments because cysteamine can be used only in the presence of millimolar concentrations of a reducing agent (to keep the sulphydryl group of the agonist in its reduced state). In addition to that, in our macroscopic records, the rebound current (see below) was more prominent when responses were elicited by cysteamine, arguing for a more potent block of the channel by this agonist.
Functional properties of ELIC
Our observations confirm and extend the description of the properties of ELIC from other laboratories, particularly with respect to slow activation and to the presence of slow but detectable desensitization (Gonzalez-Gutierrez and Grosman, 2010; Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011; Laha et al., 2013) . For a channel in the pLGIC family, ELIC activates remarkably slowly in response to agonists, with a limiting on-relaxation time constant of 10 ms to high concentrations of propylamine. ELIC is known to activate slowly in response to cysteamine, and the values reported for the limiting time constant of activation range from 20 to 85 ms in experimental conditions comparable to ours (e.g., rapid agonist application to outside-out patches; Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011; GonzalezGutierrez et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2012; Laha et al., 2013) . Activation is known to be slow also for the other prokaryotic model channel, GLIC, with limiting time constants between 10 and 150 ms (Gonzalez-Gutierrez et al., 2012; Laha et al., 2013) . Some of the variability may be caused by differences in the divalent ions in the recording medium (Spurny et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2012) .
We found that ELIC deactivation has a clearly sigmoidal time course. Detectably sigmoidal off-relaxations of agonist currents are reported for 5-HT 3 A receptors and indeed GLIC (Corradi et al., 2009; , suggesting that ELIC and these channels can reopen with good efficacy once the agonist pulse is over and when they have lost one or more of the full complement do not contain a sufficient number of bursts to give a good estimate of the channel P open . Many apparent clusters contain just a single burst and have nearly 100% P open , and even clusters that do contain several bursts have P open much higher than 50%. This qualitative example clearly shows that desensitization can terminate both bursts and clusters of bursts in ELIC, that it introduces ambiguity in choosing appropriate t crit values for cluster separation, and that it consequently leads to strong overestimation of the channel P open .
D I S C U S S I O N
ELIC is a bacterial ligand-gated ion channel homologous to eukaryotic Cys-loop/nicotinic channels. It is found in the enterobacterium E. chrysanthemi, an important cause of soft rot in food and ornamental crops, but it is not clear whether ELIC itself is important for the pathogenicity of this prokaryote. ELIC is one of the four pLGIC family channels that have been imaged in their entirety and, as such, is an important source of structural information: crystal structures have been obtained for ELIC in an apo state (Hilf and Dutzler, 2008) or with ligands bound in the canonical agonist site, such as the agonists bromopropylamine and GABA (Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011; Spurny et al., 2012) , and the competitive antagonist acetylcholine (Pan et al., 2012) . Structures have also been solved for ELIC bound to ligands that modulate the activity of channels in the nicotinic family, such as benzodiazepines and chloroform (Spurny et al., 2012 (Spurny et al., , 2013 , and divalent ions (Zimmermann et al., 2012) . The consensus is that these structures all show the pore of ELIC in a nonconducting state Dutzler, 2008, 2009a; Song and Corry, 2010) , but it remains unclear whether they represent resting or desensitized states (Gonzalez-Gutierrez et al., 2012) .
Most of the published functional data from ELIC or from the other structural model channels GLIC and GluCl are macroscopic characterizations, and no kinetic model is available for any of these channels. ELIC appears to be the best candidate for a single-channel kinetic analysis because it is reported to have high single-channel conductance (84-96 pS) and to show only occasional subconductance transitions (Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011) , suggesting ideal signal-to-noise ratio for this technique. In contrast to that, the conductance of GLIC is low, only 8 pS in wild type (Bocquet et al., 2007) , and to our knowledge there are no measurements of conductance for the form of GluCl whose crystal structure has been solved.
In addition to that, ELIC is the only one of these three channels that resembles vertebrate Cys-loop channels in being activated by the binding of a small molecule agonist to the canonical agonist-binding site in the extracellular domain (Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011 ). Other structural model channels are different: GluCl is three datasets, with a quality similar to that obtained by fitting the reduced Primed scheme (Scheme 4 and its variants). We then checked whether the results of the single-channel analysis could predict the on-and offrelaxations of macroscopic currents recorded in the same patch configuration from independent experiments. Only the Primed and the Flip + Open schemes gave predictions that approached the observed macroscopic rise and decay times. However, the Flip + Open scheme was worse than the Primed scheme, in that its predicted onset was consistently too fast and its predicted deactivation was too slow. The main difference between the Primed and the Flip + Open mechanisms is that the Primed contains an additional fully bound preopening intermediate (A 3 F) . The connectivity of the Primed scheme may accommodate the features of ELIC better by allowing a greater difference between the activation and deactivation paths than the simpler Flip schemes.
Without launching into the realms of speculation, it is hard to picture what this ELIC requirement for Primed means in terms of the underlying protein conformational changes. This scheme was originally introduced to represent independent movement in the two binding sites of muscle nicotinic receptor and to allow the open states that stem from the priming of one or the other or both of the sites to have different stability (Mukhtasimova et al., 2009) . Conversely, the Flip scheme resembles MWC, and depicts initial activation spreading as a concerted, all-or-none step that simultaneously increases binding affinity at all sites. Reality may fall somewhere between these extremes of total independence and infinite cooperativity, with some degree of site-to-site interaction, which may depend on the channel type and on whether the sites are adjacent. If the spread of activation across the sites is fast, the process may not be distinguishable from a concerted step, and Flip schemes may be sufficient to describe channel activation, because the recordings do not contain sufficient information to fit variants of the Primed mechanism.
We have seen that different channels are best fitted by different mechanisms (Primed to ELIC and to 1K276E, Flip to glycine and muscle nicotinic wild-type channels). In particular, another relatively slow activating channel, the startle disease mutant of the glycine channel 1K276E, also requires fitting with a Primed scheme, in this case an even more extreme form of the mechanism, with three fully bound intermediates . This mutant differs from ELIC in that it has a low maximum P open but resembles ELIC in that it opens to multiple open states when fully liganded. In both cases, the Primed model interprets the multiple open states as openings that arise from different activation intermediates. The fit of the model shows that opening becomes more favorable as the channel progresses through the intermediate states.
ELIC activates maximally when agonist is bound to at least two and possibly three of the putative five binding of agonist molecules bound. In contrast to that, muscle nicotinic channels have a very low probability of opening when partially liganded (e.g., monoliganded) and do not have a sigmoidal deactivation (Maconochie and Steinbach, 1998) . Interestingly, at saturating propylamine, the ELIC current rise time is monoexponential. This suggests that the paths followed by the channel through activation and deactivation by saturating propylamine are different.
The initial phase of the off-relaxation of ELIC agonist currents is notable for the presence of a rebound current; this is likely to be caused by the dissociation of agonist molecules from binding sites in the pore. The size of this current at 10 and 50 mM and the speed of its onset suggest a very low affinity, which we estimated to be 460 mM. The expected decrease in the amplitude of single-channel currents at the highest agonist concentrations used in the kinetic analysis is likely to be too small to be unambiguously detected in a channel like ELIC.
Our single-channel recordings confirm the report that ELIC channels open to a high main conductance (Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011) . Despite the favorable signal-to-noise ratio, ELIC proved to be a challenging subject for our kinetic analysis. Despite considerable effort, our recordings at agonist concentrations lower than the macroscopic EC 50 (0.5 mM) had too few events to be usable in global model fits. At EC 50 , one would expect to be able to identify desensitized clusters, groups of openings where a single-channel molecule opens at 50% P open before entering a prolonged desensitized state. This proved impossible (cf. Fig. 3 A) , and we failed to construct a concentration-P open curve. Another unusual feature of ELIC single-channel activity was the presence of more than one open state at high agonist concentrations. ELIC shares both this property and a relatively weak dependence of pattern of openings upon agonist concentration with the homomeric 2 glycine receptor (Krashia et al., 2011) .
The fitted models
We attempted to fit ELIC single-channel data with four types of models that are in general use to describe the behavior of Cys-loop channels. In their classical form, the simpler schemes, such as MWC, J&W, and Flip, failed to describe the main properties of the equilibrium singlechannel data that they were fitted to. Because of the presence of more than one component in the ELIC opentime distributions at high propylamine, we modified these schemes by allowing fully liganded receptors to open to more than one state. Adding this extra open state is an arbitrary adjustment that sits uncomfortably with the physical picture of the process of channel activation implicit in each of these schemes. This addition improved the quality of the open-/shut-time description only for J&W and Flip: in the case of Flip + Open (Scheme 3a), the improvement was substantial, and the resulting fits were robust and consistent in their results across the or 1, with maximum flipping equilibrium constants of 0.4 and 1 (for ELIC and 2, respectively; cf. values of 8-11 for the 1 and 3 channels; Burzomato et al., 2004; Marabelli et al., 2013) . Despite this disadvantaged flipping step (which resembles that seen with partial agonists on synaptic glycine receptors, e.g., taurine; Lape et al., 2008) , both ELIC and 2 open with a high maximum P open because of the very high equilibrium constant for the most efficacious opening step (500 and 350, respectively, cf. 38-80 for the 1 and 3 GlyR). This is largely because of a slow closing rate (120 and 370 s 1 , ELIC and 2 GlyR, respectively; cf. 700 and 2,400 s 1 for the 1 and 3 GlyRs). The opening rate for this step is fast for ELIC, with a value (62,000 s 1 ) similar to those we estimated for other wild-type, nicotinic-type channels (between 28,000 and 150,000 s
1
).
The Primed mechanism and its predictions Channels that are well behaved for kinetic analysis provide a concentration-P open curve whose EC 50 and slope are key in testing the adequacy of the fitted mechanisms, especially with respect to the number of agonist molecules needed for full activation and the values of the binding rate constants and their dependence on the state of ligation. Because this was not possible for ELIC, we tested further the Primed mechanism by examining its predictions of the results of independent experiments, where we measured the time course of macroscopic currents and the mean burst length at low concentrations. This allowed us not only to validate the model fitted and its estimates but also to gain insight into the cause of the difficulties that we encountered in our single-channel analysis. The main problem was that ELIC bursts are long and can be terminated by desensitization, a phenomenon described for other slow, high efficacy channels such as gain of function mutants of muscle nicotinics (Elenes et al., 2006) . This leads to ambiguity in the classification of groups of openings as bursts or clusters (see Materials and methods). ELIC clusters are likely to contain few bursts, and this leads to problems in measuring P open for nondesensitized states, as shown in Fig. 10 . In addition to that, only the clusters that contain more than one burst will provide information on the interburst shut-time duration, which is the observable counterpart of the association rate constant. It was therefore important to check that the rate constant values obtained from single-channel fitting provided a good description of the on-relaxation of agonist currents at a range of concentrations. This is reassuring in terms of the accuracy of the results of our fits, and their robustness to ambiguities in classifying bursts and clusters.
How does the Primed scheme (Fig. 11 A) account for the most distinctive properties of ELIC, such as the concentration dependence of burst length and the time course of the on-and-off relaxation? A useful way of making sense of results of the fits is shown in Fig. 11 B, sites. We do not know whether a fourth and a fifth molecule bind, although structural data indicate that a related agonist, bromopropylamine, can occupy all five binding sites (Zimmermann and Dutzler, 2011) . As for the glycine 1 homomeric channel, if they do bind, they do not detectably increase the stability of the open state Burzomato et al., 2004) . Three agonist molecules binding to five sites can bind in two different topologies, i.e., to consecutive or nonconsecutive sites. As elegantly shown by Rayes et al. (2009) for 7/5-HT 3 chimeras, it is possible that the nonconsecutive topology results in an open state that is more stable, and this could explain the presence of two open states at saturating agonist concentration. This hypothesis would be difficult to test by model fitting, as a scheme incorporating it would be grossly overparameterized.
Another difficult question is whether we can identify a structural reason for the slowness of ELIC. Most Cysloop vertebrate channels reach maximum activation quickly, in less than a millisecond. It has been hypothesized that this is because of the presence in the extracellular domain of these channels of a water-filled cavity, which is absent in GLIC (Dellisanti et al., 2011) . The ELIC extracellular domain is likely to be as tightly packed as that of GLIC, and ELIC resembles GLIC in lacking the two polar residues that are present in the most of the fast channels (except in the -glycine subunits, which activate very fast but have hydrophobic residues in the homologous positions).
Keeping to safer ground, our results highlight several features of ELIC activity: the channel opens slowly, visiting at least two preopening intermediates before reaching a high maximum P open . In its high maximum P open , ELIC resembles other homomeric nicotinic-type channels, such as the different forms of glycine receptors Burzomato et al., 2004; Krashia et al., 2011; Marabelli et al., 2013) and the 5-HT 3 A receptor (Corradi et al., 2009) . Full ELIC activation is reached when at least two and possibly three out of the five possible binding sites in the homomer are occupied by the agonist. Related homomeric channels such as 1 glycine receptors Burzomato et al., 2004) , 7 nicotinic (Rayes et al., 2009) , and the 5-HT 3 A receptor (Corradi et al., 2009 ) are thought to require the binding of three agonist molecules to activate fully.
Quantitative comparisons between the energy landscape for the activation of ELIC and that of other nicotinictype channels have to be done with caution, because we can compare only the results of fits of similar models. This obliges us to use Flip-model variants (even though Flip + Open was inferior to Primed for ELIC), as fits of Primed schemes are not necessary to describe wild-type GlyRs. The main interesting feature that emerges is a clear resemblance between ELIC and 2 GlyR (Krashia et al., 2011) , in that both channels have relatively poor flipping even when fully bound, compared with 1, 3, schemes that are similar to those that are well established for other channels in the superfamily. ELIC opens in response to the binding of at least two and possibly three where the numbers near the arrows are transition probabilities calculated from the primed rate constants at 0.1 and 10 mM propylamine (10-mM values are in bold; see Colquhoun and Lape, 2012) . Note that rate constant values estimated using the Primed model with two binding sites were similar (Table 5) , and would give rise to similar considerations.
The concentration dependence of ELIC burst length at equilibrium arises mainly from the concentration dependence of the agonist binding to the primed state A 2 F (in a manner similar to that we described for 2 glycine receptors; Krashia et al., 2011) . Access to the main open state is via state A 3 F, and this is reached by a different route at low versus high concentrations. At the lower concentrations, route A 2 R→A 2 F→A 3 F is favored over the alternative route A 2 R→A 3 R→A 3 F (probabilities of 0.14 vs. 0.0017, respectively, at 100 µM propylamine). At 10 mM, both routes have similar probabilities, of 0.15 and 0.14, respectively. The receptor exits state A 3 F almost exclusively by unbinding an agonist molecule to reach state A 2 F (probability of 0.94). The probability of rebinding to this state is concentration dependent, and the increasing number of oscillations between states A 2 F and A 3 F accounts for the burst length increase with rising agonist concentrations. Wyllie et al. (1998) have shown that the time constants of macroscopic off-relaxations to zero agonist are the same as those of the single-channel equilibrium burst length distribution at low concentration. We have an apparent discrepancy for ELIC, given that its overall deactivation time constant is 10-60 ms, and its mean burst length is 140 ms at the lowest agonist concentration that we could record. In this aspect, once again, ELIC closely resembles the 2 glycine receptor (Krashia et al., 2011 ). The Primed model results allow us to estimate that it would be necessary to record ELIC activity at around 10 µM propylamine to observe a mean burst length that matches the deactivation time constant.
At the end of the agonist concentration pulse, deactivation occurs almost exclusively via the return route A 3 F→A 2 F→A 2 R, which has a probability of 0.32, 200-fold higher than the probability of the alternative route through the state A 3 R. Because of that, although there can be no rebinding at zero agonist concentration, the receptor can open again. This is because the channel leaves state A 3 F through state A 2 F, which can reopen to A 2 F* with a probability of 0.66 (at 0 mM). Because of the high efficacy (E 2  = 97) of this opening and the prolonged oscillations between states A 2 F and A 2 F*, there can be significant opening at these partially bound states. The temporal accumulation of receptors in states A 2 F and A 2 F* on the deactivation path accounts for the sigmoidal shape of the ELIC macroscopic response decay.
Conclusions
We have shown that it is possible to describe ELIC macroscopic and single-channel activity with mechanistic , if concentration dependent) are in italics, and equilibrium constants are in bold. Values of rate constants are means of three estimates, and values of equilibrium constants are ratios of mean values (see also Table  5 ). The rate constants in the cycle in this mechanism obeyed microscopic reversibility in each separate fit, but their averaging may affect this. (B) The transition arrows are marked with the transition probabilities between states. The probability values are shown for two concentrations: 0.1 and 10 mM (where the probability at 10 mM is in bold, when different from that at 0.1 mM). The transition probabilities are calculated using the mean rate constants in A. The sum of probabilities of transitions leading out of each state is 1.
propylamine molecules with high maximum P open . Activation is relatively slow, mainly because the channel is slow in undergoing the initial preopening conformational changes. The fully bound channel can open to two open states.
ELIC presents some useful features for experimental kinetics (high single-channel conductance, activation slower than the technical limit of agonist solution exchange), but these are balanced by technical disadvantages. One clear difficulty arises from the long duration of activation bursts with respect to the duration of desensitized clusters. Consequently, each cluster contains at best a few bursts and interburst intervals, and that limits the information available to single-channel analysis on the binding steps in the reaction. This made it especially important for us to validate the single-channel model estimates against a wide range of data, including macroscopic current relaxations. This shows that establishing a detailed activation mechanism can be challenging when the channel properties are outside a fairly narrow "ideal" window, particularly for the values of the rate constants within the fitted scheme versus the desensitization rates. The glycine channel is almost ideal in this respect: ELIC is less than ideal. The best way forward may be to intervene by appropriate mutational engineering to shorten the burst length and make ELIC a more useful model channel for work on the structurefunction relation in nicotinic-type channels.
